Modern handwritten calligraphy font

A designer can never have enough fonts in their toolbox, especially calligraphy fonts that are all the rage now. Calligraphy fonts add a touch of elegance to any design project, not to mention they are also great for expressing personality and character. Moreover, calligraphy fonts can be used in various projects, from logos and branding to invitations,
posters, and more. The good news is that you can find tons of quality, free calligraphy fonts online that can be used in both commercial and personal projects. Start by browsing our selection of the best free calligraphy fonts listed below. 18,000+ Serif, Sans-Serif, Script, Decorative & Mono Fonts Endestry Modern Calligraphy Font (Free) The
Endestry font was designed by Creatype studio and features a great flow. It’s a perfect choice for logos and branding projects as well as letterheads, invitations, social media posts, and more. Billowing Script (Envato Elements) The Billowing Script is a modern calligraphy font that was inspired by nature. It has a bouncy feel and features 243 glyphs
and 64 alternate characters along with stylistic alternates, standard ligatures, and other OpenType features. Naira Script (Free) The Naira Script is a great and free calligraphy font with bold strokes and many alternate characters and ligatures so you can truly add character to your designs. This font would be perfect for artists’ branding or to make
your social media posts stand out. Everything Calligraphy (Envato Elements) The Everything Calligraphy font features a varying baseline, giving your art a bouncy and playful feel. This font comes free with your Envato Elements subscription and is an excellent choice for wedding invitations. Fabfelt Script Free Font (Free) Try the Fabfelt Script font if
you are going for a slightly vintage look. The font features neat characters and was designed by Despinoy Fabien. It can be used for personal and commercial purposes. Anjani Script Modern Calligraphy (Envato Elements) The Anjani font is another font that you can download when you subscribe to Envato Elements. The font features a modern and
romantic look, so it’s a good choice for wedding invitations, logos, t-shirt designs, and letterheads. The Woodlands Font (Free) The Woodlands font is a brush calligraphy font with a slightly rugged look. It’s a great choice for any branding project that has to do with outdoors or nature-oriented products. It’s free for both personal and commercial use.
Mustahe Brush Script (Envato Elements) This font is another excellent choice if you’re looking for a versatile font. The Mustahe Brush Script font comes with three font styles: script, rounded, and smooth. You can mix and match those styles to achieve a unique yet harmonious look for your designs. Playlist ont (Free) Consider the Playlist font if you
want a little variety in your designs. You’ll get three font styles which include script, ornament, and caps which you can mix and match to create a unique design. Playlist Free Font can be used in both personal and commercial projects. Love Rosnita Font (Envato Elements) The Rosnita font has a bouncy and flowy feel. With this font, you’ll get an
elegant script and a sans-serif font. Pair those two together in your designs for a well-matched yet unique look. The font would work well as a signature or accent font as well as a quote font for Instagram posts. Frutilla Script (Free) The Frutilla script was designed by Ianmikraz Studio and features an elegant and classic look. The font includes more
than 250 glyphs and loads of OpenType features, as well as ornamental characters, which make this a highly versatile font. This font is free for personal and commercial use. Feelsmooth Script (Envato Elements) The Feelsmooth Script is perfect for branding and logos. It features an elegant and flowy feel thanks to its varying baseline. It features
350+ glyphs and 167 alternate characters. Arabella Script Font (Free) The Arabella script is a playful and romantic script font that can be used in personal projects completely free. The font is an excellent choice for logos as well as invitations and t-shirt designs. Buffalo Font (Free) The Buffalo font is a free script font that can be used for personal and
commercial projects. It has a slightly vintage yet elegant feel and quite a unique look. Use it for branding purposes, signage, and any promotional material. Hello Stockholm Typeface (Free) Hello Stockholm is a modern brush script font inspired by Scandinavian minimalism. You can use it for wedding invitations, street ads, Instagram posts, t-shirt
design, branding, and more. The font includes uppercase and lowercase alternates and a bonus sans serif font with multilingual support. Carosello Font (Free) Try the Carosello font if you’re on the lookout for a marker font. Thanks to its retro look, the font is perfect for vintage projects. The font can be used for free in any personal project. Aprillia
Script (Free) The Aprillia script is a modern and bold script font that’s perfect for social media posts, logos, and t-shirt designs. The font is free for personal use. Olivia Script Font (Free) If you want an elegant and sophisticated look, then the Olivia Script font is a perfect choice. The font comes with an impressive 351 glyphs and can be used in
commercial and personal projects. Noelan Font (Free) The Noelan font includes elegant swashes that automatically connect at the end or at the beginning of a word. The font is free for commercial and personal projects and includes many alternates as well as international characters. Alex Brush Font (Free) What makes the Alex Brush font unique is
its short descenders, making this font more legible than other similar script fonts. The font is free for commercial and personal projects. Salmela Calligraphy Font (Free) The Salmela font is a beautiful brush font with a modern and bold look. The font would be perfect for lettering projects, wall art, and posters. It’s free for commercial and personal
projects. Allura Font (Free) One look at the Allura font, and you’ll realize this font is perfect for wedding invitations and stationery. The font features an elegant and classy look and can be used for commercial and personal projects. Autery Script Font (Free) The Autery script has a playful look and would be an excellent choice for branding projects
that include products or brands geared for younger audiences. The font is free for commercial and personal projects. Easy November Font (Free) The Easy November font is a great choice for branding projects and promotional campaigns. The font includes elegant stylistic swashes and can be used for personal projects. Calligraphy fonts add style and
character to your designs. They are also versatile enough to be used in branding projects, t-shirt designs, letterheads, stationery designs, and wedding invitations. As you can see from the examples above, there are plenty of high-quality calligraphy fonts that can be used in both personal and commercial projects, so be sure to check them out. Script
Cursive Display Bouncy Casual Script Calligraphic Informal Wedding A font is the combination of typeface, size, weight, slope, and style to make up a printable or displayable set of characters. Font characters include letters, numbers, symbols, and punctuation marks. It is important to be intentional when choosing fonts because they can affect
readability, influence tone, and reflect professionalism all of which will influence how ideas are communicated. Font vs. typeface Although they have different meanings, people often use the word font interchangeably with another typography term, typeface. Think of typeface as an entire typography family, and a font as a specific size, weight, and
style of a typeface. For example, Times New Roman is a typeface that defines the shape of each character. Within Times New Roman, however, there are many fonts to choose from, such as different sizes, italic, bold, and so on. Font technology Font technology has come a long way since the days of printing presses and individually arranging typeset
blocks. Instead of carving font blocks, typographers now design fonts digitally. One of the earliest types of digital font display styles used bitmap graphics. Fonts would be displayed using pixels, which led to characters looking blocky and having irregular edges. The main problem with these bitmap fonts was their scalability. When enlarged or zoomed
in, the character s individual pixel makeup became obvious, especially on curved edges, and they didn t retain the original look or shape. The vector graphic font was created in the 1980s as a replacement for bitmap graphics. Instead of relying on pixels to create characters, vector fonts were formed geometrically. Since the character images are
created by mathematical formulas, scaling and zooming will not change the appearance of the font, and the curved edge will appear smooth. Vector graphic fonts became the standard with the introduction of higher-resolution displays, word processors, and laser printers. The right font can instantly improve the look of your marketing presentation,
impress your client, or escalate your design from average to exceptional. But it's often tough to find a font that falls somewhere in-between classy and dramatic -- particularly when you're not willing to pay for an experienced calligrapher. Calligraphy fonts are more artistic than the average font, often using a script style to emulate the look of
handwriting. But as generic as this may sound, there are dozens of calligraphy styles you can choose from. We've compiled 17 of the best calligraphy fonts we found online, all of which are considered western calligraphy. These fonts are subtle, professional, and eye-catching. Best of all, they're free, so you can download and try them all before picking
your favorite. Check out our list, if for no other reason than to see me try to describe what fonts look like ... Most of these fonts are for personal use only, but some of them are available for commercial projects. Below each font, we'll specify whether it's free for personal or commercial use -- however, if you're considering using the font for commercial
purposes, please read the font's individual licensing agreement. Free Calligraphy Fonts 1. Alex Brush This font is classic and understated. It's also legible and clear, with decent space in between each letter, so you can use the font even for dense paragraphs of text. Download at: 1001 Free Fonts Free for personal and commercial use. 2. Adreno Script
Demo Regular Adreno Script is more playful and fun than most of the other calligraphy fonts in the bunch, making it a good option when your design intent is more lighthearted. Download at Urban Fonts Free for personal use. 3. Quigley Wiggly Quigley Wiggly doesn't look as goofy as it sounds, but you'll still get a healthy dose of casual when
downloading this typeface. Its bold style makes it a perfect title font for any campaign you might be hosting. Download at: 1001 Fonts Free for personal and commercial use. 4. Balqis If you're designing an artsier project, like a book cover or presentation swag, this font is folksy and down-to-earth, and doesn't appear too formal. Download at: Free
Design Resources Free for personal and commercial use. 5. Bukhari Script Bukhari Script is bold and fluctuates in shading, making it appear vintage and old-school. It's a good font to use if you're trying to invoke some nostalgia in your marketing. Download at: Font Fabric Free for personal and commercial use. 6. Champignon This font is decorative
and classically formal -- you'd probably use this font for invitations, placeholders, or titles, rather than long paragraphs of text or a presentation. Download at: Dafont Free for personal and commercial use. 7. Easy November The swoopy, exaggerated nature of Easy November makes it a great font for titles or branded items like calendars or stickers.
Its eye-catching nature makes it appropriate for many different platforms. Download at Font Space Free for personal use. 8. Great Day This font falls somewhere between retro and conservative, making it fitting for both professional presentations, or playful signs or titles. The spacing between each letter also makes it easier to read than some of the
other calligraphy fonts. Download at Font Space Free for personal use. 9. Kristi This is one of the more casual and spirited fonts in the mix, evoking memories of girls names in high school yearbooks, which could be ideal if you're looking to add a personal or hand-written feel to your design. Download at: Font Squirrel Free for personal and
commercial use. 10. Arizonia Regular This wide script font is super artistic but easy to read, making it well-suited for fun campaigns that need to be legible at first glance. Download at Fontsc Free for personal use. 11. Learning Curve Pro If there was ever a font that mimicked a “Learn Cursive” activity book, this would be it. The simple, precise lines
make it a good bet for any longform content you're trying to spruce up, while remaining traditional. Download at: Font Squirrel Free for personal and commercial use. 12. Pinyon Script This formal design echoes nineteenth century letter-writing styles, making it a tasteful option for formal posters, invitations, or namecards. This is a good font to use if
your theme is more conservative. Download at: 1001 Fonts Free for personal and commercial use. 13. Ralph Lanok Future Ralph Lanok Future is dramatic, and sleek. While it seems too theatrical for dense text, it's a great option when you're aiming to draw a viewer's attention to a few words or phrases. Download at Urban Fonts Free for personal
use. 14. Sacramento This casual, funky font is a throwback to styles of the 1960s -- perfect for large signs or advertisements aiming to create a vintage feel. Download at: 1001 Fonts Free for personal and commercial use. 15. Sophia Undoubtedly one of the more feminine, charming fonts in the list, Sophia uses wide and thin strokes to appear
beautifully hand-drawn. This font would work perfectly for any design calling for a soft, graceful feel. Download at: Creative Booster Free for personal and commercial use. 16. Special Valentine Special Valentine is one of the few classic fonts where the uppercase and lowercase letters are similar sizing and aligned. This makes it useful for full
paragraphs by ensuring easy readability, but it's still elegant enough to also use for invitations or titles. Download at Urban Fonts Free for personal use. 17. Qaskin Black Personal Use There's something about this font that screams “outdoors-y” to me. I don't know if it does the same for you, but regardless, Qaskin Black is an unusual calligraphy font,
seeming more tough and rustic than the others. Download at Font Space Free for personal use. Originally published Apr 8, 2019 9:25:00 PM, updated July 12 2019
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